Let’s explore Abstracts
A workshop by Scott Denholm
Sunday 11th April 2021
10am – 3pm
At Toukley & Districts Art Society Inc.
Federation Gallery
Wallarah Peace Park, 1 Wallarah Rd, Gorokan
(at Toukley Bridge)
Phone 02 43924666 email; toukleyartgallery@gmail.com

Scott Denholm’s unique contemporary ocean scenes tell a story of love and betrayal between nature and
humanity by capturing fleeting moments of raw power and the infinite beauty of our coastlines and
oceans. Scott’s carefully chosen colour palettes and unique rhythmic style draw the viewer's attention to
expose long lost feelings, memories, and emotions of their personal relationship with the ocean.

Cost: $20
Workshops are not refundable or transferable.
Workshop places are limited. Secure your place by payment in cash, via credit card or eftpos at the
gallery or by direct debit from your bank to the gallery bank. BSB 637-000 Account 781096512
Reference; ‘your name/ Denholm’ and e-mail gallery to ensure the account is checked and
registration is done.
Workshop Requirements:

 Canvas 40”x30” (101.6cm x 76.2cm) or larger.
 Brushes Mostly flats of all sizes, a mop and finer detail brushes
 Palette knife A medium-size 5 or 6 either diamond or teardrop shape and a larger
flat/spatula style knife
 Paints Any brand that doesn't open up when wet (so that rules out Atelier Interactives
and Matisse Flow). Hydrocryl – preferable. Matisse - Structure (Not Flow) Liquitex Heavy Body Golden - Heavy Body
 Colours Natural seascape colours and some also natural earthy colours (Black, White,
Pthalo Blue, Pthalo Green, Prussian Blue, Turquoise or Aqua or equivalent, Raw
Sienna, Burnt Sienna, Yellow Ochre or Inca Gold or equivalent, Dioxazine Purple or
equivalent)
 Extras – water spray bottle, wide foam roller, hairdryer, large paint palette, atelier/chroma moulding paste
(formerly modelling compound)

Morning tea is supplied but you need to bring your own lunch or you can purchase meat pies, pasties, sausage
rolls, barista style coffee & soft drinks at the gallery kiosk.

